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Chapter 3741 
“Sister Binglu, do we really want to listen to Mr. Chen? Does the Palace Master 

think too highly of him?” After 

David and the Palace Master left, a saint asked Binglu! 

“Of course we have to listen. This is the palace master’s order. We must obey 

it. However, the road to the Pole is extremely difficult, and even when we 

reach the Pole, there will be various dangers.” “ 

Whether you can survive then will depend on It depends on their own 

destiny.” 

Binglu’s meaning is very obvious, she will not really risk her life to protect 

David! 

Originally, it was very dangerous for them to go to the polar regions with their 

strength, but it was even more troublesome with David as a burden! 

And they have to obey David’s command. These saints are not convinced at 

all! 

“Yes, if the king’s life will be affected, who will care when we get to the 

extreme? I will not protect that guy!” 

The saint girl rolled her eyes and said! 

“Let’s just listen to Sister Binglu. That guy gives the orders, let him do it 

himself!” 

Another saint said! 



“Okay, let’s continue practicing. We will set off the day after tomorrow. I don’t 

know how many of us will be able to come back!” 

Binglu waved her hand and asked everyone to continue practicing! 

David on the other side felt a little uncomfortable after leaving that space. 

After all, what he said was indeed hurtful! 

He also knew that these saints would obey his orders under the pressure of 

the palace master! 

But after leaving Guanghan Palace, it is not certain whether these saints will 

listen to me! 

If things fall apart due to disagreements, this is not the result David wants! 

David plans to ease the relationship and follow these saints! 

If you want to ease your relationship with a woman, the only way is to buy, 

buy, buy! 

These saints are locked in that space for cultivation, and they will definitely not 

be able to contact the outside during this period! 

And if there are some auxiliary things that can help with cultivation, these 

saints will definitely be happy! 

Think of these, David left Guanghan Palace and headed straight for Nanju City! 

David wants to buy some things that the saint can use in Wantong Pavilion! 

It can also be considered as a gift to ease the relationship! 

David came to Nanjing City, found Wantong Pavilion, and directly showed the 

token given by Elder Xia! 



With this token, David can travel unimpeded in Wantong Pavilion! 

David bought some fairy grass elixirs for those saints, as well as some 

women’s favorite beauty pills and the like! 

Although refining these things is not troublesome, in this world of heaven and 

earth, pharmacists are extremely rare and precious, so even simple pills are 

precious to many monks in the world of heaven and earth! 

David also bought some materials for spells and prepared to draw some spells 

himself, which could help the saints resist for a while when necessary! 

“Mr. Chen, you bought so many things, are you going to the Pole?” 

At this time, Pavilion Master Qian, who was the person in charge of Nanjing 

City, saw that David had bought a lot of things, so he stepped forward and 

asked! 

David nodded and said, “Well, we are leaving the day after tomorrow, so I 

came to your Wantong Pavilion to buy some items for emergencies.” 

Hearing David’s affirmative answer, Pavilion Master Qian looked at him in 

surprise. ! 

“I heard that the test for Guanghan Palace’s trip to the polar regions was very 

harsh. I didn’t expect David to pass it.” 

In his opinion, it is not easy for David, who is in the third level of Tribulation 

Realm, to be able to pass the test. of! 

“I just passed by luck.” 

David smiled lightly! 



After chatting with Pavilion Master Qian for a few words, David left Wantong 

Pavilion and was about to return to Guanghan Palace, but he didn’t expect to 

encounter that magical machine! 

When Shen Jizi saw David, he was stunned! 

Some rubbed their eyes in disbelief! 

“You…you’re not dead?” 

Shen Jizi thought David would die in the illusory formation of Guanghan 

Palace! 

“You’re not dead, this is not a good thing.” 

David patted his body and said! 

 


